AGRI 2279

Module 1

1. GPS GIS
2. Software
3. Software & trends

Module 2

1. Getting started
2. Reading files

Module 3

1. Writing a planting prescription
2. Writing a fertilizer prescription
3. Writing a pivot prescription

Module 4

1-3. Soil sampling

AGRI Precision CID

Sheet tabs have unique names, blank sheets removed

Grammar

ALT: text view

Avoid using text boxes or graphics with text in them

Audio & video files include captions or transcript

Sans-serif fonts used

Excel: sheet tabs have unique names, blank sheets removed

Comments

PPT

ALT tags for images, graphics and charts

Avoid flickering/flashing or animated text

No use of SmartArt

Use of built-in templates

Each slide has unique title

Elements are in correct reading order
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